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NAME:______________________ Date:________ Hour:_____

Renaissance Person Fakebook Project
Objective:  Create a Fakebook page (a fake Facebook page) for a historical person from the 
European Renaissance

Step 1:  Assigned a person from the Renaissance

Step 2:   Research
-Use the research guide on pages 2-3 of this packet to guide you through your research
-Start your research by using one or more of the LMC Database sites below 
-Use other internet sources as needed
-Some items can be answered using your Renaissance Notes

LMC DATABASES--For quick access go to: goo.gl/BRkxX7
SALEM HISTORY
GALE: BIOGRAPHY IN CONTEXT
ABC CLIO DATABASES

Step: 3:  Create a “fakebook page”
-WAIT!!!  Directions coming soon!  This requires some special directions to set up, so 

we’ll do it together  

Renaissance Person Research Sheet
NAME:
The name of your Renaissance person:___________________________

ABOUT:
When and where were they born?

Brief Background/Family life/upbringing:

Brief description of their importance in history:

POSTS:  
1. What does it mean to be a “Renaissance Man” or “Renaissance Woman”?
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2. Is the person you researched a good example of a Renaissance Man or Woman? 
Explain.

3. What is humanism? 

4. Explain how the person you researched exemplifies (is a good example of) humanism?

5. What was this person’s most important/famous accomplishment or achievement? Why?

FRIENDS:
Find 6 persons throughout history that this person would be friends with:







  

  



NOTE: These “friends” do not need to have been alive at the same time as your Renaissance 
person, but should have some logical connection to them.

Example:  The Renaissance architect, Filippo Brunelleschi may have been friends with 
other Renaissance artists like Donatello (who he worked with) and/or could be friends with 
a 20th century architect like Frank Lloyd Wright. 
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LIKES: List six or more specific things this person would “like” if they had a Facebook 
account.  These can be movies you think they would watch, tv shows, music, books, 
places.  They have to MAKE SENSE and be RELEVANT to your person – not Chief Keef, 
Rhianna or something YOU like.  (Da Vinci maybe likes art museums like the Louvre in 
Paris…)







  

  



ACHIEVEMENTS: List six or more specific accomplishments achieved by this person 
(these could be works of art, paintings, books, inventions, discoveries etc.):







  

  



ADDITIONAL INFO: To earn a “4” on the rubric, you must include visual aids such as 
pictures, links, youtube videos.  These will NOT count as posts, but can be added to 
posts.  
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Where did you get your information?

Sources: (fill in as much information as you can find about your 
sources)

Title/Website name:________________________________________
Author/Director/Reporter:_____________________________________
News Agency:_____________________________________
Publisher:___________________________________
URL:______________________________________
Date published:_____________________________________
Date read/viewed:____________________________________

Title/Website name:________________________________________
Author/Director/Reporter:_____________________________________
News Agency:_____________________________________
Publisher:___________________________________
URL:______________________________________
Date published:_____________________________________
Date read/viewed:____________________________________

Title/Website name:________________________________________
Author/Director/Reporter:_____________________________________
News Agency:_____________________________________
Publisher:___________________________________
URL:______________________________________
Date published:_____________________________________
Date read/viewed:____________________________________

Title/Website name:________________________________________
Author/Director/Reporter:_____________________________________
News Agency:_____________________________________
Publisher:___________________________________
URL:______________________________________
Date published:_____________________________________
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Date read/viewed:____________________________________

SOME IMPORTANT PEOPLE FROM THE 
RENAISSANCE

Art and Architecture
Leonardo da Vinci
Michelangelo Buonarroti
Raphael Sanzio
Donato di Niccolò di Betto Bardi (Donatello)
Lorenzo Ghiberti
Titian
Albrecht Durer
Hans Holbein the Younger
Jan van Eyck 
Filippo Brunelleschi
Sofonisba Anguissola
Artemisia Gentilesechi
Many More…

Writers
William Shakespeare
John Donne
Christopher Marlowe
Miguel de Cervantes
Vittoria Colonna
Many More…

Philosophy
Thomas More
Robert Boyle
Desiderius Erasmus Roterodamus
Many More…

Science
Nicolaus Copernicus
Rene Descartes
Galileo Galilei
Isaac Newton
William Harvey
Andreas Vesalius
Francis Bacon
Many More…

Religion/Politics
John Calvin
Henry VIII
Martin Luther
Pope Leo X (Giovanni di Lorenzo de'Medici)
Catherine de Medici
Niccolo Machiavelli
Isabella d’Este (Fashion)
Many More…

Explorers
Francis Drake
Christopher Columbus
Bartolomeu Dias
Vasco de Gama
Walter Raleigh
Amerigo Vespucci
Jacques Cartier
Many More…

And there are dancers and composers and 
many, many more amazing people!
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3 pts. 2 pts. 1-0 pts.
ABOUT All information is accurate and 

complete
Most of the information is 
accurate and/or complete 

Information is missing or 
inaccurate

POST 1 Demonstrated advanced 
understanding  of the topic and 
provided multiple examples

Demonstrated basic 
understanding of the topic and 
provided some examples

Demonstrated Minimal 
understanding of the topic and 
provided few details

POST 2 Demonstrated advanced 
understanding  of the topic and 
provided multiple examples

Demonstrated basic 
understanding of the topic and 
provided some examples

Demonstrated Minimal 
understanding of the topic and 
provided few details

POST 3 Demonstrated advanced 
understanding  of the topic and 
provided multiple examples

Demonstrated basic 
understanding of the topic and 
provided some examples

Demonstrated Minimal 
understanding of the topic and 
provided few details

POST 4 Demonstrated advanced 
understanding  of the topic and 
provided multiple examples

Project was easy to interpret 
with few errors

Project was difficult to interpret 
with many errors

POST 5 Demonstrated advanced 
understanding  of the topic and 
provided multiple examples

Project incorporate creativity 
and all written material was 
original

Project lacked creativity and 
written material was copied

FRIENDS Included 5-6 logical friends Included 3-4 logical friends Included 2 or fewer logical 
friends

BONUS Included 5-6 additional 
accomplishments

Included 3-4 additional 
accomplishments

Included 2 or fewer additional 
accomplishments

Authenticity All content is put into your own 
words.

Most of the content is in your 
own words.

Much of the content has been 
copied from another source.

Sources Included a complete list of 
resources used to complete the 
project

Included an incomplete list of 
resources used on the project

No resource list turned in. 

_______/30pts.    
3 pts. 2 pts. 1-0 pts.

ABOUT All information is accurate and 
complete

Most of the information is 
accurate and/or complete 

Information is missing or 
inaccurate

POST 1 Demonstrated advanced 
understanding  of the topic and 
provided multiple examples

Demonstrated basic 
understanding of the topic and 
provided some examples

Demonstrated Minimal 
understanding of the topic and 
provided few details

POST 2 Demonstrated advanced 
understanding  of the topic and 
provided multiple examples

Demonstrated basic 
understanding of the topic and 
provided some examples

Demonstrated Minimal 
understanding of the topic and 
provided few details

POST 3 Demonstrated advanced 
understanding  of the topic and 
provided multiple examples

Demonstrated basic 
understanding of the topic and 
provided some examples

Demonstrated Minimal 
understanding of the topic and 
provided few details

POST 4 Demonstrated advanced 
understanding  of the topic and 
provided multiple examples

Project was easy to interpret 
with few errors

Project was difficult to interpret 
with many errors

POST 5 Demonstrated advanced Project incorporate creativity Project lacked creativity and 
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understanding  of the topic and 
provided multiple examples

and all written material was 
original

written material was copied

FRIENDS Included 5-6 logical friends Included 3-4 logical friends Included 2 or fewer logical 
friends

BONUS Included 5-6 additional 
accomplishments

Included 3-4 additional 
accomplishments

Included 2 or fewer additional 
accomplishments

Authenticity All content is put into your own 
words.

Most of the content is in your 
own words.

Much of the content has been 
copied from another source.

Sources Included a complete list of 
resources used to complete the 
project

Included an incomplete list of 
resources used on the project

No resource list turned in. 

_______/30pts.   


